Y5590  YI BEN WU YAN  (HONG KONG, 1987)
(Other titles: Brotherhood; Code of honor; I pen wu yen; Promise without a word; Triad savages)

Credits: director, Stephen Shin Gei-yin (or Hui-i Chen, Benny Chan, or Billy Chan; writer, unknown.
Cast: Chow Yun-fat, Danny Lee, Lam Wai.
Summary: Gangster film set in contemporary Hong Kong. An aging Hong Kong mob boss (Ho) lives by a code of honor or code of ethics in which he treats his followers with filial devotion and gains respect from them in turn. However, when three of his subordinates face severe prison terms, they conspire to turn against him. The mob boss has become a sort of surrogate father to Han (Lam Wai), a Vietnamese refugee, who sets out to kill the three traitors.
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